The impact of exacerbation frequency on mortality following acute exacerbations of COPD: a registry-based cohort study
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To examine the association between exacerbation frequency and mortality following an acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (AECOPD).

Design: Cohort study using medical databases.

Setting: Northern Denmark.

Participants: On 1 January 2005, we identified all patients with prevalent hospital-diagnosed chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) who had at least one AECOPD during 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2009. We followed patients from the first AECOPD during this period until death, emigration or 31 December 2009, whichever came first. We flagged all AECOPD events during follow-up and characterised each by the exacerbation frequency (0, 1, 2 or 3+) in the prior 12-month period.

Main outcomes and measures: Using Cox regression, we computed 0–30-day and 31–365-day age-adjusted, sex-adjusted, and comorbidity-adjusted mortality rate ratios (MRRs) with 95% CIs entering exacerbation frequency as a time-varying exposure.

Results: We identified 16 647 eligible patients with prevalent COPD, of whom 6664 (40%) developed an AECOPD and were thus included in the study cohort. The 0–30-day MRRs were 0.97 (95% CI 0.80 to 1.18), 0.90 (95% CI 0.70 to 1.15) and 1.03 (95% CI 0.81 to 1.32) among patients with AECOPD with 1, 2 and 3+ AECOPDs versus no AECOPD within the past 12 months, respectively. The corresponding MRRs were 1.47 (95% CI 1.30 to 1.66), 1.89 (95% CI 1.59 to 2.25) and 1.59 (95% CI 1.23 to 2.05) for days 31–365.

Conclusion: Among patients with AECOPD, one or more exacerbations in the previous year were not associated with 30-day mortality but were associated with an increased 31–365-day mortality.

INTRODUCTION

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterised by a progressive decline in pulmonary function due to airway inflammation in response to noxious particles and gases.1 2 In Denmark, the standardised incidence rate of hospitalisation for COPD was 231/100 000 person-years in 2006.3 The 0–180-day and 181-day to 5-year standardised mortality rates in patients with COPD were 389/1000 person-years and 164/1000 person-years, respectively,3 making it one of the leading causes of death among the elderly.4

COPD is frequently complicated by acute exacerbations (AECOPD), defined as “an acute event characterised by a worsening of the patient’s respiratory symptoms that is beyond normal day-to-day variations and leads to change in medication.”5 The annual number of exacerbations in patients with COPD is estimated at between 0.82 and
Exacerbation frequency and mortality rates rise with increasing COPD severity. However, frequent AECOPDs may themselves result in decreased lung function and could thereby increase disease severity and AECOPD mortality. Several epidemiological studies support this by demonstrating an impact of exacerbation history on mortality in patients admitted with AECOPD. Comparison of previous studies is, however, hampered by differences in the definitions of AECOPD frequency, in the length of follow-up and in the patient populations included. Furthermore, none of the studies included AECOPDs treated outside the hospital. Finally, only one of the studies examined if the association depended on preadmission therapy. Unfortunately, authors provided only an insignificant interaction term for the analysis, which limits the interpretation to statistical significance only.

We conducted a cohort study to examine how the exacerbation frequency impacts 1-year mortality following an AECOPD. Specifically, we addressed the limitations of previous studies by including exacerbations treated in the hospital, outpatient clinics and in general practice, and by using Danish registries with detailed data on comorbidity, COPD treatment and with complete follow-up.

METHODS

Setting and data sources

We conducted this cohort study in northern Denmark, which has a population of approximately 1.8 million (30% of the Danish population). In Denmark, a tax-supported healthcare plan guarantees universal medical care for all residents and partial reimbursement for prescribed medications. Virtually all health services are recorded in various medical registries, of which the following formed the basis for this study. The Danish National Registry of Patients (DNRP) has maintained records on all inpatient admissions to non-psychiatric hospitals since 1977, and on all outpatient specialist clinic and emergency room visits since 1995. Each admission is described by one primary diagnosis and one or more secondary diagnoses classified according to the eighth revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-8) through 1993 and the ICD-10 revision thereafter.

Aarhus University Prescription Database records the patient’s personal identifier, the dispensing date, and the type and quantity of drug prescribed (according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) Classification System) each time a prescription is redeemed at the pharmacy.

Since 1968, the Danish Civil Registration System has recorded all Danish residents’ administrative information and changes in vital status, such as date of death and emigration, with daily updates. The registry assigns a unique personal identifier to all persons born in or immigrating to Denmark, which enables follow-up of patients and linkage of the various medical registries.

All codes used for defining study variables in the current study can be found in eTable 1.

Study population

The population eligible for the study included all patients with prevalent COPD on 1 January 2005, who had a COPD diagnosis recorded in the DNRP between 1 January 1995 and 31 December 2004. We considered all primary inpatient and outpatient diagnosis related to COPD as well as all primary diagnoses of respiratory failure with a secondary COPD-related diagnosis, as described previously and defined in the online supplementary file. Patients aged younger than 40 years were excluded, given the low COPD prevalence in this patient group and the potential for misclassifying asthma as COPD.

Among all eligible patients with COPD, we then identified the study cohort as patients with COPD who developed at least one AECOPD between 1 January 2005 and 31 December 2009. We used the DNRP and the Aarhus University Prescription Database to identify acute exacerbations as (a) a redemption of a systemic glucocorticoid prescription and an antibiotic prescription on the same day (to account for patients treated outside hospital) or (b) a primary hospital discharge diagnosis of AECOPD or (c) a primary hospital discharge diagnosis of respiratory failure or acute respiratory infection with a secondary discharge diagnosis of AECOPD. We did not include emergency room diagnoses of COPD or AECOPD in this study, as COPD is rarely treated in this setting in Denmark (only 1% of AECOPD cases were treated exclusively in the emergency department). Standard practice at Danish hospitals is to admit patients with AECOPD directly to the acute admission unit. Also, patients with COPD who are transferred from the emergency room to a specialised ward are coded as inpatient admissions and are therefore included in the study.

Using the Civil Registration System, we followed patients from the date of first exacerbation recorded between 1 January 2005 and 31 December 2009 and continued until death, emigration, or 31 December 2009, whichever came first. To examine the effect of AECOPD frequency on mortality, we classified each AECOPD during follow-up according to whether it was preceded by 0, 1, 2 or 3+ AECOPDs in the prior 12 months. We then entered this value as a time-varying exposure in the analysis. Therefore, each time a patient had an AECOPD during follow-up, we assessed the number of AECOPDs in the 12 months before the event and assigned the patient to the corresponding exposure group (0, 1, 2 or 3+ AECOPDs). One patient could thus have multiple AECOPDs during follow-up and contribute person-time in several exposure groups depending on the rate of AECOPD. We adjudicated AECOPD events using a 30-day threshold following the prescription redemption or hospitalisation, that is, an AECOPD...
event within 30 days of a previous AECOPD was not regarded as a new AECOPD.

**Covariates**

We used the DNRP to retrieve the hospital history for all study participants during the 5 years preceding the start of the study on 1 January 2005. We then ascertained the presence of the following diseases that are frequent among patients with COPD and may affect mortality: myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, peptic ulcer disease, liver disease, diabetes, moderate to severe renal disease, any malignancy except lung cancer, alcoholism-related diseases, atrial fibrillation/Flutter, medically diagnosed obesity, hypertension, osteoporosis, lung cancer, asthma, obstructive sleep apnoea, venous thromboembolism, rheumatoid arthritis and depression.

From the Prescription Database, we retrieved information on COPD treatment within 12 months before study start. Following the latest Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) guidelines, we then grouped patients into the following five mutually exclusive groups of escalating treatment: (1) non-treated/unclassified, (2) short-acting bronchodilators, (3) monotherapy with a long-acting bronchodilator (β2-agonists or long-acting muscarinic antagonists), (4) double therapy with any possible combination of long-acting β2-agonists, inhaled corticosteroids and/or long-acting muscarinic antagonists and (5) triple therapy with long-acting β2-agonists, inhaled corticosteroids and/or long-acting muscarinic antagonists, as defined in eTable 1. We also retrieved information on pharmacological treatment with systemic corticosteroids or theophylline within 12 months before study start, with antibiotics and/or antivirals within 3 months before study start. Finally, we used the DNRP to identify hospital codes for oxygen treatment within the 12 months before study start and on lung volume reduction surgery between 1996 and study start.

**Statistical analysis**

We characterised the eligible population of patients with COPD on 1 January 2005 by age, sex, comorbidities recorded in the 5 years before study start, as well as COPD treatment group, pharmacological treatment with systemic steroids, theophylline or oxygen therapy within the prior 12 months, and treatment with antibiotics and/or antivirals within the prior 3 months.

In the mortality analyses, we entered AECOPD frequency as a time-varying exposure and computed the number of deaths, person-time and mortality rates in each exposure group. We then used Cox regression analysis to compute crude hazard ratios as a measure of mortality rate ratios (MRRs) and associated 95% CIs for patients with AECOPD with 1, 2, or 3+ AECOPDs in the 12 months preceding an AECOPD, compared with patients with no exacerbations in the preceding 12-month period. We then computed the MRRs adjusted for sex, age (as a continuous variable) and comorbidities. In a subanalysis, we examined the effect of frequent severe exacerbations on mortality by including only severe AECOPDs, which were defined as inpatient admissions for AECOPD ((b) or (c) listed above). The present AECOPD and any exacerbations in the 12 months before, both had to be defined as severe. Finally, we stratified the results from the primary analysis and the results for severe AECOPD only by age group at study start, sex, and presence/absence of oxygen therapy, lung volume reduction surgery, COPD treatment group and cardiovascular disease (myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, peripheral vascular disease and cerebrovascular disease).

Because AECOPD is an acute event, we expect the mortality rate to be greatest in the initial phase following the event. We therefore separated the effect of AECOPD on mortality in the first 30 days versus day 31 to day 365 after the event in all mortality rate calculations. We assessed the assumption of proportional hazards graphically using scaled Schoenfeld residuals and found it valid.

All analyses were performed using SAS V9.2 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, North Carolina, USA). The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency (journal number 2013-41-1924).

**RESULTS**

**Descriptive data**

We identified 16 647 patients with COPD eligible for the study on 1 January 2005. Median age among eligible patients was 70 years and 53% were female (table 1). Comorbidities were frequent, especially cardiovascular disease, diabetes, osteoporosis and asthma. A high proportion of patients had redeemed prescriptions for antibiotics within the previous 3 months (31%) and for systemic steroids within the previous 12 months (30%). The majority of patients received double therapy. Among the 16 647 eligible patients with COPD, 6664 (40%) had at least one AECOPD during the subsequent 5 years and thus constituted the study population for our study.

**Mortality following AECOPD**

The 30-day all-cause mortality rate following an AECOPD was 552, 485, 441 and 477/1000 person-years for 0, 1, 2 and 3+ AECOPDs in the prior 12 months, respectively (table 2). Compared with patients with no AECOPD in the prior 12 months, the mortality rate did not depend on the frequency of events. Thus, the MRR was 0.97 (95% CI 0.80 to 1.18) for 1 AECOPD, 0.90 (95% CI 0.70 to 1.15) for 2 AECOPDs and 1.03 (95% CI 0.81 to 1.32) for 3+ AECOPDs in the prior 12 months (table 2).

The absolute mortality rate decreased substantially after day 30 and was higher among patients with one or more AECOPDs in the 12 months preceding their
AECOPD (table 2). Thus, the MRRs were 1.47 (95% CI 1.30 to 1.66), 1.89 (95% CI 1.59 to 2.25) and 1.59 (95% CI 1.23 to 2.05) among patients with AECOPD who had experienced 1, 2 and 3+ AECOPDs compared with no AECOPD in the 12 months before the AECOPD event, respectively.

Severe AECOPDs (requiring hospitalisation) were associated with higher absolute mortality rates than AECOPDs overall, in particular for the 0–30-day period (table 3). However, the relative impact of AECOPD frequency was similar to the overall results.

The stratified main analyses (eTable 2) showed that for the 31–365-day period, the MRRs were highest among those aged 50–59 years (MRR=2.13, 95% CI 1.34 to 3.41 for 1 AECOPD; MRR=2.14, 95% CI 1.07 to 4.26 for 2 AECOPDs; and MRR=5.43, 95% CI 1.64 to 17.15 for 3+ AECOPDs) and those with oxygen therapy within 12 months before study start (MRR=3.61, 95% CI 1.80 to 7.27 for 1 AECOPD; MRR=4.87, 95% CI 1.79 to 13.2 for 2 AECOPDs; and MRR=4.22, 95% CI 0.82 to 21.7 for 3+ AECOPDs). There was no substantial variation by COPD treatment. The stratified analysis considering severe AECOPDs only (eTable 3) were similar to the stratification including all AECOPDs regardless of severity. However, the stratified analyses should be interpreted with the wide CIs in mind.

## DISCUSSION

In this large Danish cohort study, we found that the 31–365-day all-cause mortality rate following an AECOPD was higher among patients with at least one AECOPD in the preceding 12 months than among patients who did not have any recent AECOPD. All cause mortality did not vary substantially according to the actual number of AECOPDs within the preceding year and was not observed in excess within the first 30 days after the AECOPD after controlling for age, sex and comorbidities.

## Strengths and limitations

The universal healthcare system and complete follow-up of all residents by the Danish Civil Registration System reduces the possibility of selection bias in our study. We aimed to reduce information bias by using broad definitions of COPD and AECOPD rather than more restrictive primary discharge diagnoses. A review of medical records has shown a positive predictive value (PPV) of 93% for primary COPD diagnoses in the DNRP and a PPV of 92% when also including primary diagnoses of respiratory failure or pneumonia with secondary COPD diagnosis. However, by using prescriptions for a systemic glucocorticoid and an antibiotic redeemed on the same day to define AECOPDs rather than more restrictive primary discharge diagnoses. A review of medical records has shown a positive predictive value (PPV) of 93% for primary COPD diagnoses in the DNRP and a PPV of 92% when also including primary diagnoses of respiratory failure or pneumonia with secondary COPD diagnosis. However, by using prescriptions for a systemic glucocorticoid and an antibiotic redeemed on the same day to define AECOPDs rather than more restrictive primary discharge diagnoses. A review of medical records has shown a positive predictive value (PPV) of 93% for primary COPD diagnoses in the DNRP and a PPV of 92% when also including primary diagnoses of respiratory failure or pneumonia with secondary COPD diagnosis.
AECOPDs. Previous data, however, show that the majority of patients recover within 30 days after AECOPD onset.26

Because we relied solely on registry data, we lacked information on lifestyle factors and clinical variables, such as measurements of peak expiratory flow and arterial blood gases. However, some of the clinical factors may be on the causal pathway linking AECOPD frequency to high mortality, 1289 making adjustment inappropriate.27 Nevertheless, such information would have been useful in classifying AECOPD. Instead, we examined if the association depended on COPD therapy, which may be linked to underlying severity, and found no evidence thereof. A total of 29% in the eligible cohort were non-treated/unclassified, which may represent patients with poor adherence or possibly patients with mild COPD.

Finally, the generalisability of our results to the entire range of AECOPD cases may be affected by the fact that some patients with COPD may be diagnosed in general practice, excluding them from registration in the DNRP.

### Comparison with other studies

In a Canadian inception cohort of 73,106 patients with COPD, Suissa et al17 showed that the AECOPD mortality rate increased with each exacerbation, as compared with the mortality rate following the first AECOPD. The adjusted MRR was 1.9 (95% CI 1.8 to 1.9) for the second AECOPD increasing to 5.2 (95% CI 4.9 to 5.5) after the 10th or later events. Mortality peaked within the first week after admission. Several other studies have also found an association between a history of AECOPD and mortality.10–16 18 19 However, definitions of exposure have varied greatly, including a history of hospitalisation for AECOPD within 6 months,16 1 year,10 11 14 18 19 and up to 7 years12 before current AECOPD hospitalisation, within 2 years before inclusion period,15 or admission with respiratory failure within 2 years before current admission.13 Similarly, various definitions of AECOPD mortality were applied, including mortality in-hospital,12 13 16 at 30 days13 and at longer term (median 3.1 years)14 following admission, and at 3 months,10 6 months,11 1 year,11 2 years11 19 and at longer

### Table 2 Mortality following an AECOPD according to the number of exacerbations in the previous year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of AECOPD in the 12 months prior to an AECOPD</th>
<th>Number of deaths</th>
<th>Person-years</th>
<th>Mortality rate and 95% CI (per 1000 person-years)</th>
<th>HR and 95% CI*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–30 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>522 (466 to 584) (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>485 (416 to 565) 0.97 (0.80 to 1.18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>441 (354 to 550) 0.90 (0.70 to 1.15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>477 (386 to 597) 1.03 (0.81 to 1.32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 and up to 365 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>5830</td>
<td>160 (150 to 171) (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>1573</td>
<td>228 (206 to 253) 1.47 (1.30 to 1.66)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>5205</td>
<td>281 (239 to 331) 1.89 (1.59 to 2.25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>237 (185 to 303) 1.59 (1.23 to 2.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Adjusted for age (as a continuous variable), sex and comorbidities.

AECOPD, acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

### Table 3 Mortality following an AECOPD according to the number of exacerbations in the previous year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of severe AECOPD in the 12 months prior to a severe AECOPD</th>
<th>Number of deaths</th>
<th>Person-years</th>
<th>Mortality rate and 95% CI (per 1000 person-years)</th>
<th>HR and 95% CI*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–30 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>939 (836 to 1055) (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>954 (790 to 1151) 1.07 (0.85 to 1.33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1123 (855 to 1473) 1.29 (0.96 to 1.75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>893 (631 to 1262) 1.09 (0.75 to 1.59)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 and up to 365 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>2974</td>
<td>218 (201 to 235) (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>375 (326 to 431) 1.75 (1.49 to 2.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>349 (265 to 459) 1.67 (1.26 to 2.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>371 (245 to 564) 1.77 (1.15 to 2.72)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Adjusted for age (as a continuous variable), sex and comorbidities.

AECOPD, acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
term mortality (3 or more years) following discharge. Besides these differences in assessment of prior AECOPD hospitalisations and in follow-up periods, populations included also varied substantially (eg, inclusion of primarily men, emergency room patients only, and discharged patients only). Surprisingly, we found no relative effect of prior AECOPD on mortality within 0–30 days following AECOPD. Also, the excess 31–365-day mortality associated with one AECOPD in the previous year was less pronounced than in the study by Suissa et al and it did not increase further with increasing number of AECOPDs. There may be several potential explanations for this discrepancy. First, our study population included patients with prevalent COPD at study start, which may have resulted in a mix of patients at different stages in their clinical course of COPD. Hence, by mixing patients who were experiencing their first AECOPD ever with patients who had previously experienced one or more AECOPDs, we may have obscured some of the effect of AECOPD frequency on mortality. Second, unmeasured severity of the AECOPD may have affected our results. We have previously shown that patients with no AECOPD in the year before an AECOPD are younger and have less comorbidity. Even though these patients may have had more newly diagnosed, and thus less severe, COPD, it is possible that some of these patients have more severe AECOPDs because they postpone seeking medical attention due to unfamiliarity with the symptoms thereof. However, an older patient with higher comorbidity and a recent history of AECOPD may be more aware of the threatening situation and act more quickly, resulting in a lower mortality than expected in the acute phase. The situation may then reverse after day 30, when the relative impact of frequent exacerbations on severity of COPD, complication rate and relapse rate becomes clearer, as well as death from causes other than COPD. Third, the study population examined by Suissa et al included a higher proportion of men who were on average older than our study population. Thus, excess cardiovascular mortality in their population may partly explain the higher estimates observed in their study. Finally, because the absolute 30-day mortality rate was very high, but decreased substantially thereafter, it is possible that the relative effect of AECOPD history appeared less pronounced in the first period merely because of differences in the baseline rate. Such differences may also explain the more pronounced associations observed for the younger patients in our subanalysis.

CONCLUSIONS
In this cohort of patients with AECOPD, we found that a history of at least one AECOPD in the 12 months before exacerbation may serve as an indicator of a higher mortality rate during 31 to 365 days but not during the first 30 days following the AECOPD. The lack of an effect on 0–30-day mortality may be explained by study factors such as the use of a prevalent cohort of patients with COPD or a higher baseline rate than in the 31–365-day period.
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